Cushions

Standard
Our cushion provides the absolute best in feather and down seating. Seat and back cushions consist of a soft Qualux core
wrapped in 50% fiber and 50% duck feathers and down. Throw pillows consist of 95% feathers and 5% down. This precious
seating needs TLC. We recommend that cushions are constantly fluffed and frequently turned. Occasionally, a feather or two
will appear. This means the cover is doing its job, breathing, which assures your comfort.
Care -- Fluff and rotate cushions periodically
Firmness Levels -(2.55 Density - 27 lbs. Compression/ILD)
Comfort
This cushion uses a high resiliency/high density Qualux foam core that is wrapped with a continuous layer of dacron fiber
that is placed on the top and across the front and bottom of the core. It is then all encased in fabric ticking. The make-up of
this cushion provides a smooth look and a comfortable, supportive feel. It also reduces “comfort wrinkles” in the fabric.
Care -- Rotate cushions periodically
Firmness Levels -Comfort Soft (2.55 Density - 16 lbs. Compression/ILD)
			
*Comfort Medium (2.05 Density - 21 lbs. Compression/ILD)
			
Comfort Firm (2.55 Density - 27 lbs. Compression/ILD)
			
Comfort Extra Firm (2.55 Density - 31 lbs. Compression/ILD)
*Denotes the standard cushion for Comfort cushions
Luxe Premium
Our Luxe Premium contains a 4” thick, high modulus, high resiliency core, which is capped on the top and bottom with a 2”
thick VX 3010 memory foam layer, the same foam used for comfort layers in mattresses. The top, front and bottom of the
cushion is then wrapped with a continuous layer of ½” thick dacron fiber, all encased in fabric ticking. This
cushion consists of state-of-the-art materials and engineering that provide the comfort of a very soft cushion, but also the
resiliency and taut appearance of a firmer cushion. These two attributes create a cushion that is ultra-soft, but still has the
bounce back, which offers slow acceleration upon sitting and prevents strong puddling. The sheer weight of this cushion
confirms its overall quality.
The Luxe Premium Package includes backs and throw pillows. The back inserts and throw pillow inserts are filled with
microfiber which is less than one Denier in measurement. This microfiber fill is encased in a beautiful natural white down
proof ticking with surged seams. This filling provides a luxurious, heavier feel to the backs and throw pillows.
Our Luxe Premium backs and throw pillows have the feel of our Signature package, but without the feathers.
Care -- Rotate cushions periodically
Firmness Levels -(Core: 2.30 Density - 24 lbs. Compression/ILD)
			
(Cap: 3.00 Density - 10 lbs. Compression/ILD)
***Luxe Premium and Luxe Premium Package are available ONLY on select styles***

Indulge Package:

Serene Comfort Foam Seat
This foam utilizes billions of microscopic air capsules to provide outstanding support while dramatically reducing pressure.
Each of the tiny cells act as a shock absorber cushion, releasing air independently as pressure increases. Serene foam
studies show that it greatly reduces ressure to the hip and back area as it self-adjusts to individual body contours. Unlike
traditional memory foam, Serene is not temperature sensitive. Even when subjected to extreme cold, Serene will remain
consistently plush instead of firming or hardening. Serene also releases body heat faster than traditional memory foam,
ensuring that you have a better sit or lounge on your sofa.
Care -- Fluff and rotate cushions periodically
Firmness Levels -(2.50 Density - 12 lbs. Compression/ILD)
Luxe Premium Back Cushion
The Luxe Premium backs are definitely not inferior to the Serene Comfort cushions that they are packaged with in our
Indulge Series. The back inserts are filled with microfiber which is less than one Denier in measurement. This microfiber fill
is encased in a beautiful natural white down proof ticking with surged seams. This filling provides a luxurious, heavier feel to
the backs and throw pillows. Our Luxe Premium backs have the feel of a full down package, but without the feathers.
Care -- Rotate cushions periodically
Firmness Levels -(Core: 2.30 Density - 24 lbs. Compression/ILD)
			
(Cap: 3.00 Density - 10 lbs. Compression/ILD)
*** Serene SEAT and Luxe Premium BACK cushions available ONLY in our Indulge Series***
Compression / Indentation Load Deflection (ILD) is the pounds of pressure it takes to indent the cushion.
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